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Store your medicines safely
 It can be hard to keep things cool when temperatures rise in the
 summertime. Anything you leave in a hot car or take with you outdoors
 heats up fast. That’s why it’s important to take special care with your
 medications, especially if they are supposed to be stored at room
 temperature. Heat, air, light and moisture may damage medicines. In
 some cases, storing your medicine in the wrong place can affect how
 well it works.1

Try these tips for storing medications safely.

Store medicines in a cool and dry place at home. Heat and moisture
 from the shower or sink can damage medicine, so don’t store in your
 bathroom cabinet. Also, keep medicines away from warm spots near
 the stove or other hot appliances.

Remove the cotton ball from medicine bottles because it can attract
 moisture.

 Don’t store medicines in your car, where it can get too hot or too cold.

Keep your medicines in your carry-on luggage if you travel by plane.
 Medicines in your carry-on bag are with you at all times instead of in a
 baggage hold that may not be temperature-controlled. If your checked
 luggage gets lost, at least you’ll still have your medicines in your carry-
on bag.

Always store all medicines out of the reach of children.

Keep medicines in their original containers. Check for any specific
 storage instructions on the bottle and ask your doctor or pharmacist if
 you have questions.

 

Enjoy the flavors of summer with this recipe for Mojo
 Grilled Chicken Breasts.

https://www.cigna.com/sites/email/2018/vitamin/904741-vitamin-june-2018-recipe-v2.pdf
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